National Museum of the American Sailor
Foundation FY20 Update

NMASF Mission and Vision
Statements
Mission
Directly support the National Museum of the American Sailor (NMAS) in collecting, preserving, and interpreting
the history of the United States Navy’s enlisted Sailor.
Vision
The National Museum of the American Sailor Foundation (NMASF) supports the National Museum of the
American Sailor (NMAS), the only United States Department of the Navy museum solely dedicated to
collecting, preserving, and interpreting the history of the United States Navy’s enlisted Sailor, by:
•
•
•
•
•

Attracting enthusiastic financial support that provides NMAS with financial and operational resources to
meet its mission.
Advocating for NMAS and fostering an appreciation for the crucial role that the American Sailor fulfills in
the United States Navy by serving as the “backbone” of the fleet.
Engaging a global audience and supporting the museum in creating a positive, memorable experience for
its visitors through programs and exhibitions that capture the esprit de corps and professional expertise of
the United States Navy’s enlisted Sailor.
Backing the museum’s continual drive for operational excellence and the highest levels of professionalism
as outlined by the American Alliance of Museums.
NMASF members perform their duties with the highest standards of integrity and in conformance with the
United States Navy Sailor’s core values of Honor, Courage, and Commitment.
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FY19 and FY2020 NMAS
Collaborations
•

August 2019: Proffer for NMAS Quarterly
Volunteer Meeting and Ice Cream Social

•

September 2019: Lake Bluff Lake Forest
Chamber of Commerce Membership

•

October 2020: Proffer for World War II
Codebreaker Lecture at NMAS

•

October 2020: Kohl Children’s Museum “PopUp” Opening Exhibit Reception with City of North
Chicago and Abbvie

•

October 2020: NMASF Brief for NMAS and CMD
Meeting

•

December 2020: Holidays at the Hostess House
NMAS Event Proffer
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NMAS/NMASF Annual Events
• Brick Building – Lego event
•
•

Provide volunteers to assist with event and judging
Proffered Lego Gift Cards for Lego building competition Awards

• Support to Navy League for Sea Perch
• Holidays at the Hostess House volunteers and materials proffer
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NMASF Annual Support to NMAS
•

NMASF summer internship program
•

Benjamin McManamon – The 2021 Colonial Dames Scholar is Benjamin McManamon. Benjamin is a rising second year
graduate student at University of Illinois at Chicago. Before pursuing a museum career, Benjamin taught high school with
Teach for America in rural Mississippi. Benjamin is excited to combine his knowledge of classroom teaching with museum
best practices. Benjamin’s main internship project is researching and creating a Revolutionary War sea chest for use in the
museum and in classrooms. The Colonial Dames Scholar is generously sponsored by the Colonial Dames of America, Chapter
XIV Chicago.

•

Faith Thrun – The 2021 NMASF Collections Intern is Faith Thrun. Faith is a rising senior at University of Illinois at Chicago.
Faith previously interned at the Chicago Maritime Museum in the Collections Department. Her favorite part of that internship
was researching the Ralph Frese canoes. Faith is interested in pursuing a career in conservation and hopes to expand her
knowledge of artifact care while at NMAS this summer. Faith’s main internship project is assisting with cataloging and
inventorying the museum’s collection. The NMASF Collections Internship is generously sponsored by the National Museum of
the American Sailor Foundation.

•

Annual Contractor position - One year contract, currently supports NMAS Social Media
efforts

•

Speaker Series - 2021 series
•
•
•

The History of Tattoos in the US Navy
The USS Tide – Author Mark Zangara on his research into the sinking of the USS Tide by mine during the
Normandy Invasion
The History of US Navy Nurses
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Artifact Acquisition Program
The Artifact Acquisition Program is a pre-approved fund that allows NMASF to respond to
opportunities to acquire artifacts that become available via various auction sites. The program
sets aside a specific funding allowance that can be used without additional board approval to
place bids and fund acquisitions same day if necessary.
Examples of Acquisitions –

Photo Album- USS New
Orleans- Circa 1899- 1909

WW1 Yeoman (F) Uniform
with pictures and story of
local (Racine, WI) Yeoman

Remember the Maine Pin
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NMASF Fundraising
Program specific fundraising
•
•
•
•
•

Internship proffers – in conjunction with Colonial Dames
Lobby renovation sponsorships
Gallery and exhibit specific sponsorships with recognition programs
STEM activities sponsorship – Brick building, lecture series, Sea Perch
Grant applications

General fundraising
•
•
•
•
•

Graduation food and product sales, kiosk based activity in South End
General support requests via social media
Brochures made available during events
Amazon Smile
Local corporate and other organizational support

Other activities discussed
•
•
•

Fundraising events – Golf tournaments, dinners, Lakefront Cruises
Buy a Brick
Membership programs
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Long Term NMASF Strategy
• Provide continued active support for current NMAS programs and initiatives
• Fundraising will focus on the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Building 42 exhibitions according to NMAS Vision Book
Artifact Acquisitions that fill collections gaps
NMAS Public and Military Educational Programs
Volunteers Recruitment and Recognition
Capital funds for BLDG 42

• NMASF will continue to raise awareness of Navy’s newest official museum
and only museum in Midwest
• While a purpose-built facility is still a strategic goal, to be successful
NMASF must support NMAS programs now in order to clearly demonstrate
the need for a new facility
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